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Executive Summary 

"We are here in this place, this Amherst, because we embrace a different vision of the world, a vision 
rooted in the capacity of people to change, to find in one another what is good, to learn about the world 
beyond themselves, and to advance through curiosity, discovery, inquiry. We come to this place because 
we believe that small places can make a large difference in the world."  

- Amherst College President Michael Elliott, Inaugural Address 2022 

Amherst College invites nominations and applications for its Chief Equity and Inclusion Officer (CEIO). As 
a visible and engaged leader, the CEIO will provide clear-eyed vision and strategic direction to shape 
priorities, policy and programming utilizing best practices around all aspects of inclusion, equity and 
community to advance the mission of the College. This is an opportunity for a confident, collaborative and 
strategic professional to work in partnership with the full Amherst community to advance the college's 
vision of an inclusive, equitable community and in so doing, to provide leadership in the sphere of liberal 
arts colleges and universities nationally. This leader will report directly to President Michael Elliott and as a 
member of senior administration, will have broad, effective campus-wide reach and influence.  

Founded in 1821, Amherst College is committed to its motto, Terras Irradient (“Let them give light to the 
world"), and has demonstrated steadfast confidence in the value of the liberal arts. Amherst 
educates students of exceptional potential from all backgrounds so that they may seek, value and 
advance knowledge, engage the world around them, and lead principled lives of consequence. Diversity, 
equity and inclusion are foundational to an Amherst education, and this commitment fosters a vibrant 
intellectual community that looks like the world. A renewed focus on the College’s commitment to student 
diversity marked the first decade of the new millennium, and in the 2010s, the College prioritized 
fostering a truly inclusive and equitable community for all students, faculty and staff. Over these past two 
decades, diversity and academic excellence have increased in tandem, and the College’s faculty has 
become markedly more diverse. This combination of academic quality and diversity uniquely positions 
Amherst College to rethink residential liberal arts education, adapting for a changing population and 
preparing to embrace and meet promises and challenges of the future. 

A champion for equity and inclusion, the CEIO will lead a sustained effort supporting a vibrant campus 
culture in which everyone has the opportunity to thrive through a true sense of belonging. Amherst has 
made significant progress, but there remains work to be done in a number of realms, including the 
cultivation of a unified vision for this work across a small but decentralized institution. Working closely 
with the president, faculty and staff leadership, the CEIO will strive to create a holistic approach to 
equity, diversity and inclusion in partnership with others in recruitment, hiring and retention and 
research, creative works, management, policy and pedagogy in an effort to build a strong foundation 
from which every community member can thrive. They will lead an office of approximately 20 
professionals: the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (ODEI) who are seen as leaders and experts in 
the work across Amherst's campus. 

The successful candidate will bring a strong intellectual grasp of how to prioritize and coalesce equity and 
inclusion efforts for meaningful impact, as well as experience advancing a process of cultural change in 
an environment where people are motivated to progress while also being connected to history and 
tradition. They must have at least seven years of experience in diversity, equity and inclusion or related 

https://www.amherst.edu/about/president-college-leadership/president
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fields, and excellent listening and communication skills, including effectiveness in building trust, leading 
through influence, and achieving consensus from a broad range of internal and external constituents. As 
a transformational, results-oriented leader, the CEIO will serve as an advisor and connector among ODEI, 
academic unit heads, faculty, students, staff and the greater community. They will demonstrate a strong 
commitment to equity, anti-racism and inclusive excellence — and embrace a leadership role in an 
academic community where there will be competing visions of how to achieve those goals. Additionally, 
the CEIO must have the capacity to initiate the collection, analysis and presentation of data, employing 
meaningful metrics of change. 

Additional information about Amherst College may be found here. To submit a nomination or express 
personal interest in this position, please see Procedure for Candidacy at the end of this document. 

 

https://www.amherst.edu/about
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Role of the Chief Equity and Inclusion Officer 

The chief equity and inclusion officer (CEIO) reports directly to President Michael Elliot and oversees the 
Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion. In consultation with the entire campus community, the CEIO 
articulates a vision around diversity, equity and inclusion and provides leadership, concrete steps, 
counsel, advocacy and a point of connection with all aspects of the College in achieving that vision.  

As a member of senior staff, the CEIO will share responsibility and accountability for the leadership of the 
college as a whole, contribute to decisions about institutional priorities and strategies and lead decision 
making regarding the resources 
and work the Office of Diversity, 
Equity and Inclusion. The CEIO 
will also work with the Board of 
Trustees, including its DEI 
committee, and engage alumni. 
There are several spheres of 
influence for the new CEIO who 
will collaborate with the college’s 
diverse constituents to provide 
leadership and strategic 
direction in creating and 
nurturing an environment that is 
welcoming, inclusive and 
respectful, and whose members 
feel equal ownership of the 
community and accountability to 
one another. 

In its commitment to inclusion, equity and anti-racism, Amherst has built the Office of Diversity, Equity 
and Inclusion. The current direct reports to the reporting to the CEIO are: 

▪ Director of Accessibility, Strategy and Resources  
▪ Director of Civil Rights and Title IX Coordinator 
▪ Associate Director of Athletics for Equity and Inclusion/Title IX Compliance Officer 
▪ Director of Workforce Equity and Inclusive Leadership (WEIL) 
▪ Faculty Equity and Inclusion Officers (FEIO) 
▪ Director, Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Program and Academic Engagement & Student 

Success 
▪ Director of the Center for Restorative Practices 
▪ Executive Assistant 
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Opportunities and Expectations for Leadership 

This is an opportunity for a confident, collaborative and strategic professional to work in partnership with 
the full Amherst community to advance the college's vision of an inclusive, equitable community and in so 
doing, to provide leadership in the sphere of liberal arts colleges and universities nationally. A 
commitment to the values of access and equity in education runs deep in Amherst's history and mission, 
animating its current efforts to ensure that all members of the community are supported to thrive. The 
new Chief Equity and Inclusion Officer will be part of a community where equity work is a visible 
institutional priority to which substantial resources have been and will continue to be devoted.  

The CEIO will possess the ability to create a coherent, sustainable and motivating vision for equity and 
inclusion work at Amherst, build trust with campus constituencies, and be effective in moving the work of 
equity and inclusion forward within the context of a liberal arts college. They will listen deeply, be curious 
and learn about current initiatives to identify key challenges, set priorities, build relationships, support 
ongoing work, share expertise and ideas for new approaches, and inform decision-making for the college 
as a whole.  

Much of the CEIO's work will be accomplished through strategic collaborations across the College and its 
robust team within the division. The campus community needs in its next CEIO a strategic partner who 
will not only work to reduce barriers to people's success, but also who will conceive of diversity, inclusion 
and equity as integral to advancing the College's mission. Towards those goals, the CEIO will build 
connections, serve as mentor and guide and engage with all Amherst constituents - faculty, staff, 
students, alumni and the broader Amherst external network connected to the college. The CEIO will also 
advance the College's relationship with the local area. Importantly the CEIO will be an effective and 
transparent communicator, serving as a visible leader and accessible presence as they engage, articulate 
and communicate intention alongside a strategic and collective vision for equity, inclusion and diversity.  

In addition, the Chief Equity and Inclusion Officer will be expected to: 

▪ Work with colleagues to promote equity and inclusion with intentionality at Amherst  
The next CEIO will welcome the opportunity to get to know Amherst's community and culture on 
campus and extend that learning into the broader community in the Connecticut River 
(Kwinitekw) Valley, which is acknowledged as Nonotuck land. They will bring a perspective that 
enables them to empathetically locate and accompany others on their journeys toward Amherst's 
collective goal of inclusivity and equity. They will provide a cohesive, college-wide strategy and 
vision aimed to identify and dismantle systemic barriers that impede the college's forward 
momentum. 
 

▪ Connect and further incorporate equity and inclusion across campus  
Serving as a consistent voice that is proactively engaged in confronting, addressing and 
advocating for matters of diversity, equity and inclusion, the CEIO must collaborate closely on 
diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives and communicate with key unit partners, including 
Student Affairs, the Provost's office (including Athletics) and Human Resources. Amherst College 
has a strong commitment to academic freedom, which the CEIO should see as in line with the 
goals of ODEI. To this end, the CEIO will serve as a connector and a facilitator, bringing alignment 
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to the many efforts taking place across the campus. It is critically important that the CEIO is a 
knowledgeable, genuine and willing partner and effective communicator across the college. 

 
▪ Oversee the staff and management of the Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.  

 
▪ Build on a culture of collaboration, shared governance and excellent communication  

Within the context of a shared-governance culture, the CEIO will be an effective leader who can 
thoughtfully develop and nurture partnerships with students, faculty, staff and administrators 
alike, being respectful of past achievements and successes, ready to implement new ideas for 
growth and collaboratively develop strategic vision for the future.  

The CEIO will encourage frank conversation with all constituents, working easily in a highly visible 
role within a community of colleagues deeply invested in the success of the college and its 
students. Drawing on their experience and past successes, the CEIO will develop and support 
creative ways for the campus community to approach challenges, enlisting diverse voices to 
contribute to the dialogue and examining issues from new and varied lenses while simultaneously 
applying a data-informed approach. The CEIO will partner with senior leaders, faculty, 
administrative partners and students to engage in cooperative, transparent conversations and 
model thoughtful, open and respectful dialogue around equity and inclusion topics. 

▪ Enhance approaches to faculty and staff recruitment, development and retention.  
In collaboration with colleagues in academic affairs and human resources, the CEIO will create 
policies and structures that 
enhance the recruitment and 
retention of a diverse and 
inclusive faculty and staff. They 
will direct the development of 
resources for search 
committees, including guidelines 
and protocols that reflect 
current research on effective 
practices in recruiting, hiring 
and retention. In collaboration 
with other division leaders, the 
CEIO will develop and promote 
opportunities to support the 
career development of faculty 
and staff with particular attention to those traditionally underrepresented in the academy. They 
will identify strategies to strengthen effective mentoring practices, to facilitate networking, to 
foster the acquisition of skills, and to provide career guidance to ensure an inclusive environment 
that supports the development and career progression of faculty, administration and staff. 

▪ Assess the structure of equity and inclusion: The new CEIO will have the opportunity to 
partner with the senior administration, students, faculty and staff to assess Amherst's current 
programs, and based on previous experiences and evidence-based best practices in and beyond 
higher education, determine what is needed for Amherst to achieve its goals.  
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▪ Lead assessment and evaluation of initiatives to foster accountability. 

The CEIO will initiate and support the collection and use of data to identify gaps in the 
recruitment, retention and advancement of staff in particular, as well as faculty, administrators 
and students from historically marginalized and underrepresented backgrounds and identities. 
This leader will also support the development of guidelines and training to reflect best practices 
and current research in these areas and to assess the effectiveness of new and existing initiatives, 
practices and policies. In this effort, the CEIO will serve as a trusted advisor to administrative and 
academic units to help ensure a culture of equity and inclusion, paying special attention to 
historical and systemic inequity and its implications in research, service, teaching, recruitment, 
persistence and retention. Partnering with colleagues in senior and unit leadership across the 
college, the CEIO will also develop and promote opportunities to support faculty and staff from 
underrepresented groups and their career development. There may also be opportunities for the 
CEIO to engage and foster relationships with alumni and constituents who are champions of 
diversity to build upon endowment and scholarship opportunities. 

Challenges  

Work in equity and inclusion at Amherst is broad-based and intentional but not without its continuing 
challenges. Most fundamentally, the challenge, shared by many colleges, universities and other 
organizations, is to define the leadership role in equity and inclusion in a way that empowers a strong 
professional with a motivating vision to be an effective strategic leader for the college without becoming 
overwhelmed by an endless demand for engagement on tactical matters. The next CEIO will benefit from 
the unwavering commitment of the president and the board as well as high capital and human resources 
while also encountering the universally persistent challenge of providing leadership that inspires a 
community and evolves a culture that embraces equity and inclusion as everyone's responsibility and 
work.  
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Professional Qualifications and Personal Qualities 

Amherst College seeks an intellectual and administrative leader with an unwavering commitment to the 
liberal arts and to the values that define the institution’s mission and culture: intellectual rigor and 
academic excellence, distinguished by the creative interplay of teaching, learning and scholarship, and a 
strong sense of community grounded in authentic personal relationships. The CEIO will relish working 
with faculty, staff and a senior team committed to the values of equity and inclusion and the central role 
they play in a liberal arts education that aims to provide a transformative experience for all students. The 
CEIO should possess a forward-thinking, current understanding of effective approaches to the work of 
equity and inclusion on a liberal arts campus, and a strategy for developing a specific framework and 
vision to coalesce this work at Amherst. Once here, they will need the communication skills necessary to 
share and achieve buy-in for their vision and approach, as well as the ability to translate this vision into 
clear and meaningful action. 

The CEIO will have a demonstrated 
history of building partnerships and 
programs and specific experience in 
addressing intersecting dimensions of 
diversity including race and ethnicity, 
disability, socioeconomic status, 
religion, sexual orientation and gender 
identity or expression. Successful 
candidates will bring high emotional 
intelligence and strong communication 
and conflict-resolution skills to charged 
issues in order to build consensus and 
reconcile competing interests. Ideal 
candidates will have familiarity with an 
academic setting and the requirements 
of shared governance as well as a deep commitment to the College’s academic mission. 

Candidates should possess many of the following professional and personal skills and 
qualifications: 

▪ The ability to create vision and motivate people to share and invest in achieving that vision. 
 

▪ Significant and successful experience in creating, implementing, overseeing and evaluating 
institutional equity programs within an academic environment; a demonstrated track record of 
advancing equity and enhancing inclusiveness; and an ability to bring groups and individuals to 
common ground across lines of difference. 

▪ The ability to manage a team of qualified professionals, with demonstrated ability to mentor and 
support their staff and provide successful oversight of people, budget and space.  

▪ A commitment to engage collaboratively with faculty, staff and students and to respond effectively to 
their needs and concerns. 
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▪ The capability and proclivity to engage broadly across disciplines with an understanding how they 
intersect with equity and inclusion. 

 
▪ Demonstrated ability to exercise diplomacy, mediate controversy, foster dialogue and navigate 

multiple viewpoints to engage others in productive and civil dialogue that advance equity and 
inclusion efforts. 

 
▪ Strong ability to be resilient, flexible and creative in approaching complex problems, as well as the 

ability to respond with equanimity to crisis and highly sensitive situations. 
 
▪ Exceptional interpersonal, communications and influencing skills, including deep listening; high level 

of integrity and personal accountability; dynamic, inspirational and creative; self-motivated, 
resourceful, resilient and trustworthy. 

 
▪ Minimum seven years of leadership experience working with a complex organization on strategic 

efforts to advance equity and inclusion, including management level and supervisory experience.  
 
▪ A graduate or professional degree is required; a doctoral degree is preferred.  
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About Amherst College 

Overview 

Since its founding in 1821, Amherst College has demonstrated steadfast confidence in the value of the 
liberal arts. Today, the College’s financial aid program is among the most substantial in the nation and the 
College’s student body is one of the most socioeconomically, racially, ethnically and internationally diverse 
in the country. As diversity has increased within the student body over the past decade, so has every 
marker of academic achievement and excellence. This combination of academic quality and student 
diversity uniquely positions Amherst to rethink residential liberal arts education, preserving it for a 
changing population and an uncertain future. 

Small classes, an open curriculum and a 
singular focus on undergraduate education 
ensure that Amherst College’s leading 
scholars engage daily with the College’s 
talented, curious students. As a result, 
upon graduation, Amherst students are 
equipped for leadership in an increasingly 
global and complex world. Amherst offers a 
bachelor’s degree in 41 majors that span 
the arts, sciences, social sciences and 
humanities. With a faculty of more than 
200 and an impressive student-faculty ratio 
of 7:1, Amherst College’s academic 
offerings are characterized by spirited 
interchange among students and acclaimed 

faculty skilled at asking challenging questions. Students participate in sophisticated research projects, 
making use of state-of-the-art equipment and facilities, including a new Science Center. Amherst also 
takes its athletic competition seriously, enjoying successes on the national stage. Students are engaged 
in an array of other co-curricular activities as well, from theater and orchestra to student government. 

Amherst attracts a student population rich in difference and united in its eagerness to learn alongside 
others who share their passion for knowledge. The student body of 1,850 is almost equally balanced 
between men and women and currently hails from 48 states and more than 54 countries. Nearly half of 
Amherst students identify as domestic students of color and an additional 10 percent are international 
students. Nearly 60 percent of Amherst College students receive need-based financial aid, nearly a 
quarter are Pell Grant recipients and 18 percent are the first in their family to attend college. 

Amherst College is one of the few truly need-blind colleges in the nation. Students are admitted without 
regard to their financial situations, and each admitted student is guaranteed aid equal to their financial 
need. The College’s financial aid packages are consistently among the most generous in the nation, 
including a no loans policy. This commitment of need-blind admission and meet-full-need financial aid 
extends to all students, both domestic and international, allowing the College to attract extraordinary 

https://www.amherst.edu/about/facts
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candidates from all corners of the globe. These policies have made Amherst College the most 
economically diverse among its peers. 

Amherst sits on the Nonotuck homeland in the Connecticut River (Kwinitekw) Valley that has always been 
and still is today a crossroads of multiple native nations and a place of cultural exchange. Home to the 
Nipmuck and the Wampanoag to the east, to the Mohegan and the Pequot to the south, to the Mohegan, 
to the west and to the Abenaki in the north. To the Amherst community these are not merely historical 
relationships rather they are enduring connections between contemporary indigenous peoples and the 
campus.  

Mission 

Terras Irradient: “Let them give light to the world."  

Founded in 1821, Amherst College educates students of exceptional potential from all backgrounds so 
that they may seek, value and advance knowledge, engage the world around them, and lead principled 
lives of consequence. 

Amherst brings together the most promising students, whatever their financial need, in order to promote 
diversity of experience and ideas within a purposefully small residential community. Working with faculty, 
staff and administrators dedicated to intellectual freedom and the highest standards of instruction in the 
liberal arts, Amherst undergraduates assume substantial responsibility for undertaking inquiry and for 
shaping their education within and beyond the curriculum. 

Amherst College is committed to learning through close colloquy and to expanding the realm of 
knowledge through scholarly research and artistic creation at the highest level. Its graduates link learning 
with leadership—in service to the College, to their communities and to the world beyond. 

Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion 

The Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (ODEI), founded in 2016, is a co-collaborator with partners 
across the College to support and sustain the growth of a just, equitable, vibrant and intellectually 
challenging educational environment, and a culture of critical and compassionate campus engagement.  

To realize this mission, ODEI focuses on four primary areas of engagement: 

▪ Building a Thriving Community 
▪ Bridging Theory & Practice 
▪ Inclusive Recruitment and Retention 
▪ Systemic and Progressive Change 

 
The scope of ODEI work has expanded since its founding - now a robust division with a team that has 
grown from four to approximately 20 to include the Center for Restorative Practices, Faculty Equity and 
Inclusion Officers, Civil Rights and Title IX, Office of Workforce & Inclusive Leadership, Accessibility 
Strategy and Resources, along with the Mellon Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Program and more. As a 
result, ODEI is a hub for learning and development opportunities for faculty and staff while also 
leveraging partnerships with colleagues on the senior leadership team and across the College to effect 

https://www.amherst.edu/about/diversity/office-of-diversity-equity-inclusion
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best practices on faculty retention, and giving voice to issues of student equity inside and outside the 
classroom, and encouraging data-driven decision-making in planning and program design.  

ODEI is a co-collaborator and thought leader across the campus community in naming the fuller history 
of the College, challenging traditions that have minimized or erased contributions of underrepresented 
and marginalized communities and taking action to build a better future. The office focuses on the 
following areas of engagement and development: a thriving community; bridging theory & practice; 
inclusive recruitment and retention; and systemic and progressive change.  

Leadership 

Michael A. Elliott '92 

Michael A. Elliott ’92 is the 20th president of Amherst College. A distinguished 
scholar of American literature and culture of the 19th and early 20th centuries, 
he has published widely on the history of fiction in the United States, Native 
American literature and practices of public history. He holds a B.A. from Amherst 
College and an M.A. and Ph.D. in English and comparative literature from 
Columbia University. 

Prior to being appointed to the presidency of Amherst College in 2022, President 
Elliott was a faculty member and administrator at Emory University for 24 years. From 2016 to 2022, he 
served as interim dean and then dean of Emory College of Arts and Sciences, the university’s core 
undergraduate division and home of the liberal arts. In this role, President Elliott spearheaded critical 
work to establish race and inequality as a signature research and teaching strength of Emory and made 
significant advances in enhancing faculty diversity. He also increased support for undergraduate research 
and garnered substantial philanthropic support for need-based financial aid. 

President Elliott’s exceptional support of student success at Emory included developing The Liberal Arts 
Edge, a program that helps students articulate the value of their liberal arts experiences and connect with 
resources such as internships and undergraduate research opportunities. With a substantial grant from 
the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, he co-created a Humanities Pathways initiative that comprehensively 
embedded post- college career planning into the curriculum to ensure that all students would feel 
prepared for professional success. President Elliott’s focus on student engagement and development was 
recognized in 2020 when the graduating class awarded him the Brit Katz Senior Appreciation Award. 

During his years in academic leadership, President Elliott has maintained an active scholarly career. At 
Emory, he was the Charles Howard Candler Professor of English. His acclaimed book Custerology 
(University of Chicago Press, 2007) explores how George Armstrong Custer and the Indian Wars continue 
to be both a powerful symbol of America’s violent past and a crucial key to understanding the nation’s 
present. His earlier volume, The Culture Concept (University of Minnesota Press, 2002), traces the origins 
of the concept of “culture” that undergirds the evolution of cultural studies in the United States. In 
addition to these monographs, President Elliott has co-edited two volumes in American literary studies 
and serves on the editorial board of The Norton Anthology of American Literature. His scholarship has 
been recognized with fellowships from Yale’s Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Harvard’s Charles 
Warren Center for Studies in American History and the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia. 
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President Elliott amplifies Amherst's core commitment to equity and inclusion as it is a foundation in 
shaping lives of meaning and consequence and in serving the common good and public interest. "At 
Amherst, we hold complex ideas. Diversity, equity and inclusion is not an add-on, rather it is essential to 
embrace, and empowers us to do better in our work with each other as we interact with people and ideas 
different from self. This is vital to the College."  
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Amherst 

There’s a saying you’ll see on t-shirts and bumper stickers in Amherst that offers both a pronunciation 
lesson and an insight: “Amherst—where only the ‘h’ is silent.” That captures Amherst—vibrant, 
opinionated and proud of it. 

Life at Amherst is also smart, fun, dynamic and somehow laid back all at the same time. Here are two 
facts backing that up: 

• More than 40% of the local population has a graduate degree. 

• Surveyed visitors say Amherst makes them feel more like themselves than anywhere else. 

The town of Amherst is home to 35,000 politically engaged, culturally aware people and more than 
30,000 college students live in Amherst during the academic year. Hampshire College and the University 
of Massachusetts Amherst are the College’s neighbors, and Smith and Mount Holyoke Colleges are a 
short bus ride away (more on that below). Along with Amherst, these schools form the Five College 
Consortium (events at each school are posted here). 

Nearby communities include Northampton, known for its artistic and LGBTQ+ communities; Holyoke, 
home to the largest Puerto Rican population per capita of any city in the United States outside Puerto 
Rico proper; and Springfield, home to significant Black and LatinX communities. 

 You can discover more about the cultural offerings in Amherst here.  

https://www.fivecolleges.edu/
https://www.fivecolleges.edu/
https://www.fivecolleges.edu/calendar/day
https://www.amherst.edu/campuslife/town-life
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Procedure for Candidacy 

WittKieffer is assisting Amherst College in this search. All applications, nominations and inquiries are 
invited. Though applications will be accepted and reviewed until an appointment is made, for fullest 
consideration, applicant materials should be received by the priority deadline of April 17, 2023  

Candidates should provide, as two separate documents, a curriculum vitae and a letter of application that 
addresses the responsibilities and requirements described in the Leadership Profile. References are not 
requested at this time. 

Application materials should be submitted using WittKieffer’s candidate portal. 

Nominations and inquiries can be directed to: 

Charlene L. Aguilar, Ed.M., Darrien Davenport, Ed.D. and Sandra Chu 
AmherstCEIO@wittkieffer.com 

Amherst College does not discriminate in admission, employment, or administration of its programs and activities on the basis of 
race, national or ethnic origin, color, religion, sex or gender (including pregnancy, sexual orientation, gender expression and 

gender identity), age, disability, genetic information, military service, or any other characteristic or class protected under 
applicable federal, state or local law. Amherst College complies with all state and federal laws that prohibit discrimination, 

including Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, Title IX, and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act, the 
Equal Pay Act and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. For more information please visit 

https://www.amherst.edu/offices/title-ix/information-for- applicants-for-admission-or-employment. 

https://candidateportal.wittkieffer.com/description?jobID=24560
mailto:AmherstCEIO@wittkieffer.com
https://www.amherst.edu/offices/title-ix/information-for-applicants-for-admission-or-employment
https://www.amherst.edu/offices/title-ix/information-for-applicants-for-admission-or-employment
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